
 Paul Wootton (Sinners, Spiral Scratch, The Crawlin’Kingsnakes) and Stephen Foster  
( The Crawlin’Kingsnakes, Simply Saucer) were taking a break in the middle of a recording 
session in 2018 and were watching Youtube videos when Muddy Waters ‘Got My Mojo 
Workin’ came on. Everyone in the studio stopped to listen. They had played it in the past and 
started jamming on it. Man it sounded great! It was at that moment that they realized “hey! 
that’s what we should be doing” and while trying to come up with a name for the band de-
cided that they should have something that was in keeping with their mentor.  
                                        Lowdown Dirty Mojos were born. 
 Lowdown Dirty Mojos hail from The Hammer - Hamilton Ontario, Canada and as they say 
“we want to make this lots of fun”. Their style is original mid-60’s Rhythm’n’Blues with a twist 
and a modern sensability. Their 1st album ‘Screamin’ Hoodoo R’n’B’ was    released in 
2019 featuring 11 great original songs about Hoodoo, Mojos, Potions, Spells, The Blues and 
Redemption’, written by Paul Wootton and Stephen Foster. They also have 3 videos from 
the album that can viewed on Youtube.  
 After the release of Screamin’ Hoodoo R’n’B they formed a permanent band featuring: 
Robert Jarovi (organ,piano) with Bucky Buchanan x-King Biscuit Boy (bass) & Joe Cson-
tos x-Simply Saucer (drums) and have been playing summer festivals and clubs in Ontario 
Canada. 
Lowdown Dirty Mojos released their 2nd album ‘Stone Cold Groovers’ in June 2021.  
10 great Rockin’ Rhythm’n’Blues songs written by Paul Wootton and Stephen Foster  
featuring the video from the album ‘Mystic Highway 6’ about the mysterious and musical 
heritage of Highway 6 south from Hamilton to Port Dover.  
They’re also streaming LIVE 1/2 hour concerts on their fb channel MOJOtv monthly. 
Stone Cold Groovers is available from independent record stores & THE MOJOS website  
 & most digitally platforms world wide: Spotify, Amazon, Bandcamp, Discogs, iTunes,                             
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 LOWDOWN DIRTY MOJOS    WINNERS  MAPLE BLUES AWARDS

PAUL WOOTTON (Vocals, Guitar) STEPHEN FOSTER (Guitar, Vocals) JOE CSONTOS 
(Drums) BUCKY BUCHANAN (Bass) ROBERT JAROVI (Organ, Piano)

Albums
2019 Screamin’ Hoodoo R’n’B (HMR006 / HMR006CD) 
2021 Stone Cold Groovers (HMR007CD)

social media - visit our fb pages - MOJOtv   Stone Cold Groovers 
and this website

““New Artist of the Year 2021New Artist of the Year 2021””


